Abstract. In order to conform to the development trend, distributed generation came into being.Distributed generation accesses to distribution network, which has increased the burden of the distribution network. One the one hand, distributed generation's accessing position is changeable and accessing capacity is increasing. On the other hand, as a dynamic component, distributed generation has its controlling problem and also brings stability problem to the main network. Starting from the modeling of distributed generation, this paper established distributed generation's circuit and controller model under the dq axis. These models are symmetric but the voltage of the distribution network is asymmetric. So a method was put forward solving the contradiction between the symmetric distributed generation model and the asymmetric voltage of the distribution network.
Introduction
In order to reduce the pressure on the environment and energy, distributed generation is promoted. Distributed generation (DG) develops rapidly for its advantages, such as a small investment, being friendly to environment, reliable supply and flexible power generation [1] [2] [3] . Distribution network (DN) is the access network of the distribution generation, and will inevitably be influenced by DG. DN's power quality and local voltage stability will be affected with the growing number and capacity of the DG, and the voltage stability problem belongs to the category of the transient research [4] [5] [6] [7] . The traditional DN has almost no dynamic element, so the transient research attracts little attention. The access of the DG makes the transient research of the DN come into being. However, the conventional transient simulation containing DG isn't deeply involved in the problem of asymmetric network, and simulation is based on some commercial software such as matlab, PASCAD and DIgSILENT, which leads to the lack of knowledge of the specific process and the key link of the time domain simulation [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
This paper mainly finishes the model of the elements of the distribution network containing the distributed generation, and the electromechanical transient simulation can be realized on this basis.
Main Elements of The Network
To conduct the time domain simulation of the DN, the elements should be modeled. Main elements of the DN are line, load and DG. Lines generally adopt the transient model, whose three-phase form is:
Loads generally adopt the constant impedance model. Provided the static load and dynamic load are considered, the transmission network processing method can be borrowed. The model of the dynamic component, DG, will be discussed in this part. 
er, defined a f Fig.1 is: 
The Park's Transformation of the voltage vector:
Substituting (3) into (7) and (4), we have the DG's actual value equation of the circuit model:
It should be noted that according to (6) , 0 According to (8), we have:
According to the base value obtained above, per-unit normalize(9) and gain the per-unit value equation of DG's circuit model:
Where the base value of the ratio is introduced as 
Hereinafter, for convenient writing, all per-unit values' superscripts '*' are omitted, and all parameters and variables are per-unit values if there are no special instructions; the orthogonal park matrix is referred to as the park or m D transformation.
Distributed Generation Controller Model
The DG grid-connected in the DN usually adopts PQ control strategy, i.e. its output refers to a given power, voltage problems and imbalance problems caused by load fluctuations in grid are solved by large power grid. PQ control strategy adopts power outer loop and current inner loop, and its control mode is generally PI link.
Power outer loop.The power injected into the grid by DG under the dq axis is: When the phase angles of transformation matrix and the network-side voltage are uniform, 0  gq u , and substituted the equation into (13), we have:
The active and reactive outputs of the DG can be separately controlled by the control of d i and q i . And this is the ideology of the power decoupling, which is based on the correctness of the (2) and (5) that the network-side voltage is symmetric and the phase angles of transformation matrix and the network-side voltage are uniform. The power control loop is shown in Fig.2 . i and q i are obtained by the power outer loop control. In order to achieve accurate current inner loop control, we need to consider the actual circuit model. Organizing (10), we have:
The purpose of current inner loop control is to obtain the required voltage PWM wave signal by giving the current reference and controlling the current, it is perfect if d u and q u can be controlled respectively through the control of d i and q i . According to (15), we can know there is a coupling of the output voltage and the output current under the dq axis, which is manifested as the fact that d u is influenced by q i and q u is influenced by d i and they are both also affected by the network-side voltage gd u . The current controllers commonly used adopt feedforward decoupling control strategy to achieve decoupling. When the current loop also uses PI regulator, the control equation according to the feedfor DG's power is given as symmetric positive-sequence, the contradiction can be solved. To conclude, the solution to the contradiction in this paper is: get the positive sequence voltage after measuring the network-side three-phase voltage, then ignore the zero-sequence and negative sequence components, and select the phase of m D consistent with the phase of the positive sequence voltage. According to the DG model in this paper, we can obtain positive sequence current. Even if the network side voltage is asymmetric, only positive sequence power inject into the network because the sum of the three-phase power constituted by the positive sequence current and negative sequence, zero-sequence voltage is zero with positive sequence current injecting into the network.
Conclusions
We have accomplished modeling the DG's circuit and per-uniting the model, and modeling the controller. After that, in view of the contradiction between the symmetric DG model and the asymmetric voltage of the DN, we have proposed a solution that extracting positive sequence component, Park array tracking the phase angle of thepositive sequence component.
The drawbacks of this paper is that we have not modeled and studied the complex source side of the DG, and the output characteristics of DG are different from the reality to some extent.
